BPM Mobile Application for Apple
and Android phones
Enterprise Solution

In a bid to drive continuous business growth, increasing numbers of people are turning to Smartphones –
particularly those driven by popular operating systems such as Apple and Android. There is a growing need
amidst users, therefore, to access BPM-based process applications and features such as workflows, real time
alerts, and reports while on the move.
To cater to this growing customer base, we, at Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) bring you our BPM Mobile
Application for Apple and Android phones. Our solution caters to the business and accessibility needs of field
personnel, work-from-home employees, and people on the move. Our BPM Mobile Application is based on SOA
principles. It is also agile and adaptive, easy to deploy for end-users, and offers seamless accessibility on-the-go –
avoiding bottlenecks and increasing efficiency.

Overview
In an environment where competition is growing by the minute, it is
every enterprise’s imperative to continually drive business success. In
addition, with increasing numbers of employees and work personnel
constantly on-the-move, it is necessary that users are given access to
business processes anytime, anywhere in order to conduct business
functions seamlessly and on-time.
Our offering addresses this need. Our BPM Mobile Application offers a
foundation and approach for several features available on the phone
through an application (Apple, Android, and J2ME). These features
include authorized work-list access, action screen (approval/
disapproval), alerts and flash messages on subscription to a particular
event such as SLA and KPI, reporting, and offline processing and
synchronization when the phone is not in the network. As a result, the
solution enables people to stay connected to processes and events

even when away from office and without laptops, when carrying only
a mobile phone. Business processes too flow naturally – there are no
extended waits for inputs, no dependency on the office intranet or
application, tasks are carried on while off-line, and immediate
attention is devoted to urgent situations. This enables your enterprise
to tap in every opportunity and take immediate action in case of a
threat or SLA breach.
Our solution has been developed, strategized, and packaged by our
BPM and Mobility Center of Excellence (CoE). This has enabled us to
harness best practices to build an agile and adaptive solution, which is
scalable to extend to other BPM functions, supports alerts subscription
and reception, and is extendable across BPM platforms and other
mobile platforms.
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We have a focused and mature BPM and Mobility team with
considerable experience. Our solution has a rich UI and also offers the
possibilities of extension to any BPM or mobile platform that is
standard for the organization. We further enhance the engagement
with our ability to:
n

Subscribe to alerts and notifications on interesting, exceptional, or
urgent events from the mobile as well as computer-based browser
application;

n

Push alerts to the mobile device via flash message without signing
into the application itself;

n

Take action from the alert or ignore alerts for later viewing;

n

Provide real-time reports on demand.
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An overview of our solution

Benefits
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Our solution is based on SOA principles, and brings you benefits in
terms of:

To know more about TCS BPM Mobile Application for Apple and
Android phones, contact bpm.services@tcs.com

n

Easy deployment;

n

Accessibility on-the-go, thus avoiding bottlenecks and
increasing efficiency;

n

Scalability to work in conjunction with other technology
functions such as analytics and imaging;

n

The ability to work in an offline or out of network mode;

n

Flexibility to work with different environments on premise and
the Cloud;

n

The ability to provide mobile end-point to customer’s BPMbased applications.

About Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global
business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled
infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered
through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as the
benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata
Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint
and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock
Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

